The scattering amplitude for fast electrons diffracted from a plate of crystal is analyzed in terms of multiple scattering diagrams. It is shown that to every individual scattering process in an arbitrary orientation there exists a process in the reciprocity configuration equal in amplitude and phase, that is, to every diagram there corresponds a reciprocal diagram.
Introduction
The general solution for the scattering of fast electrons from a plate of crystal of thickness H 1 , can be written, U(h, k) = 2 Un [h, k) where U (h, k) n is the diffraction amplitude of a beam scattered in a direction defined by the intersection of the Ewald sphere with that normal to the crystal surface which passes through the reciprocal lattice point (h, k, 0).
W is the accelerating voltage, ß = vfc, I is the wavelength of the incident electrons with velocity v, and the V (hq,kq,lq) are the crystal structure amplitudes. The Cn are the n-beam excitation errors.
A single term in Eq.
(1) can be represented by a linear graph in reciprocal space, terminating on the scattering vectors of the constituent processes, the sequence of the segments being that of the interactions. With the conventional construction for the Ewald sphere, the successive vertices of the graph have excitation errors appropriate to the term. Since a diagram has directed segments and labelled vertices, it represents a specific sequence of interactions at a particular angle of incidence.
These diagrams have been used in the classification of symmetries 2 ' 3 . In the present communication they are used in a discussion of reciprocity 4 ' 5 and of the shape function.
The quantity Un (A, k) can be considered, pictorially, as the diffraction amplitude resulting from the sum of amplitudes from all processes which involve n interactions. A multiple scattering diagram represents one of these processes 2 . The possibility of a simple, representation arises from the particular form of Un(h,k) which can be separated into the sum of products of structure dependent and geometric dependent parts. Specifically,
Reciprocity
POGANY and TURNER 6 have shown that reciprocity results from a symmetry inherent in the Green's function, and holds separately for each order of interaction in the Born series. In the present notation, they have shown that a reciprocal relationship holds not only for U(h, k) but also for each Un(h,k), separately. It will be shown that this analysis can be carried further, and that to every scattering process, represented by a multiple scattering diagram, there exists a process in the reciprocity configuration equal in amplitude and phase.
To simplify the notation the scattering geometry is defined by specifying the centre of the Ewald sphere and the diffraction vector g. This vector connects the origin to the intersection of the sphere with that normal to the crystal surface that passes The proces with the reversed sequence of interactions
has, in the reciprocity configuration, excitation errors
at the lattice points
The relation between excitation errors at a given lattice point in diagrams related by reciprocity is, As can be seen from Eq. (1), the component of the scattering amplitude due to one zi-th order process having the sequence of interactions
For this purpose the appropriate term in Eq. (1) may be written,
... 
{qs(qs-qi)--iqs-qs-i) (qs-qs+1)... (^-^p + i)} -1 = (-• • *»
since the term on the left hand side is the 5-th divided difference of q~1. Hence, r Z = Z.
Thus the Z function for an arbitrary process is equal to the Z function for the reversed sequence process in the reciprocity configuration. Since the V function is the same for both processes, the amplitudes and the phases of the processes represented by the two diagram are equal.
The symmetries of the crystal lattice may be associated with reciprocity by combining the appropriate diagrams.
Scattering diagrams for the central beam form over-all closed loops and, accordingly, exhibit special symmetries. For instance, if the crystal has a plane of reflection parallel to the bounding face but no centre of symmetry; for every arbitrary closed loop there exists another having reversed directions of interactions and equal Z function. The sum for these diagrams is therefore (V-f V*) Z, so that the antisymmetric components of the structure amplitudes cancel in pairs. Thus, under these conditions, the rocking curve for the central beam is centrosymmetric, not only in intensity but also in amplitude and phase. This result can also be obtained by summing the pair with reversed sequence, that is, the reciprocally related pair, and applying the operation for the plane of reflection. Summation of all four diagrams is sufficient to guarantee the result when phenomenological absorption 7 is included. 
The Z function is thus the divided difference of the phase shifted kinematic shape transform at the appropriate vertices. In confluent cases the divided difference operator includes the appropriate partial differential operators to the orders of the confluences. Specifically, if n1 excitation errors are equal to Ci, n2 are equal to t2 ? n p are equal to Cp ? o Similarly the two beam approximation can be obtained as a Taylor's expansion in V (h) V(h), the coefficients being differentials of the kinematic shape transform. By comparison with this form, reductions of the type investigated by NlEHRS 12 , may be made. Details will be given elsewhere.
In these reductions it is sometimes easier to express the divided differences as Vandermonde determinants, so that Expressions for the confluent forms are available.
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